
EVS Global Awareness Assignment       Formative Assessment – 12pts  

 Choose a sovereign nation today (you may not choose USA) 

 Briefly describe: 

 Location 

 Government type 

 Population/Economic status (MEDC/LEDC) 

 Dominant religion(s) 

 Discuss your nation’s overarching EVS – how they protect and harm the natural environment, any laws passed to 

protect 

  Analyze and explain multiple EVS perspectives over the past century for your chosen nation 

 Based on your understanding from today’s ppt, explain why you think this nation treats the natural environment 

the way it does. Cite evidence from past and present 

Checklist: 

- Hand-drawn map of nation and surrounding nations (small)      2pts 

- Aesthetically pleasing and easy to understand      2pts  

- Ensure each point was covered        5pts 

- Entire page filled up (completed on printer paper)      1pt 

- List 2 sources on the back of your paper (MLA format) – name on back of paper  2pts 
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